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Abstract—With progress toward a practical quantum computer has come an increasingly rapid search for quantum-safe,
secure communication schemes that do not rely on discrete logarithm or factorization problems. One such encryption scheme,
Multi-path Switching with Secret Sharing (MSSS), combines
secret sharing with multi-path switching to achieve security as
long as the adversary does not have global observability of all
paths and thus cannot capture enough shares to reconstruct
messages. MSSS assumes that sending a share on a path is an
atomic operation and all paths have the same delay.
In this paper, we identify a side-channel vulnerability for
MSSS, created by the fact that in real networks, sending a
share is not an atomic operation as paths have multiple hops
and different delays. This channel, referred to as Network Data
Remanence (NDR), is present in all schemes like MSSS whose
security relies on transfer atomicity and all paths having same
delay. We demonstrate the presence of NDR in a physical testbed.
We then identify two new attacks that aim to exploit the sidechannel, referred to as NDR Blind and NDR Planned, propose an
analytical model to analyze the attacks, and demonstrate them
using an implementation of MSSS based on the ONOS SDN
controller. Finally, we present a countermeasure for the attacks
and show its effectiveness in simulations and Mininet experiments.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The common approach for achieving secrecy and integrity
over an untrusted network is the usage of standard protocols
such as TLS [27] to establish a secure and authenticated communication channel. The security of such standard protocols
is predicated on several assumptions: 1 (perhaps trivially)
the protocol can be deployed on all platforms, 2 the implementation of the protocol is correct, 3 implementation
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of cryptographic schemes will not affect their guaranteed
security, and 4 the adversary cannot break the underlying
cryptographic primitives (e.g., the RSA, AES, DH, and DSA
schemes). Several challenges have undermined the validity of
these assumptions. Low-resourced devices (e.g., IoT devices)
often do not have the computational power to implement the
standard protocols (challenging assumption 1 ) [17]; various
implementation flaws have been found [23] in even the most
heavily-vetted protocols (challenging assumption 2 ); despite
secure designs, implementations of cryptographic schemes
contain side-channels such as cache attacks [16] which can
be used to break the security of the system (challenging
assumption 3 ) and the emergence of quantum computing has
challenged the long-term security of existing crypto primitives
(challenging assumption 4 ).
These motivations have led to the development of novel
secure communication protocols that attempt to provide secrecy using physical properties such as multiple network paths
[33], [12], [22], [35], [36] and/or introducing dynamism in the
system to stay ahead of an adversary trying to guess what paths
are used for communication [2], [8], [31], [34], [37], [38],
[39], [40], [41], [20], [21], [26], [3]. A class of these novel
protocols leverages the concept of breaking a message into
shares and sending each share over a randomly chosen path,
possibly changing with time. For example, Lou and Fang [36]
propose a secret sharing scheme over multiple network paths to
provide confidentiality with significantly lower computational
requirements (i.e., for low-resourced devices). Dolev and TzurDavid [13] propose a secret sharing scheme over multiple
network paths to mitigate the problem of stolen or short
keys (i.e., implementation vulnerabilities). Ahmadi et al. [1]
and later Safavi-Naini et al. [28] considered models where
shares of the message are sent over multiple paths that are
changing (switching) in each time interval, and proved that
the system provides information theoretic security and so
stays secure against a quantum computer. Applications on real
networks for such schemes, which combine secret sharing
with multi-path switching, have also started to be proposed,
including [10], which applies secret sharing to provide security
for controller and switch communication in Software-Defined
Networks (SDNs) in the face of an adversary with quantum
computing capabilities.
In this work, our goal is to examine the real-world security of schemes that combine secret sharing with multi-path
switching. We consider the scheme in [28] (referred to in
the rest of this paper as Multi-path Switching with Secret

Sharing or, for short, MSSS) because it was shown to have
perfect information theoretic security. MSSS relies for its
security on the assumptions that paths are atomic and packets
travel on such paths with the same delay. In essence, what this
means is that the attacker gets one chance to capture a packet
(a.k.a. a share) on a path. That is not the case in real networks
where paths have multiple hops, and each hop (and path) can
have different delays. These conditions create an environment
for data to linger in the network, creating a side-channel
vulnerability that can potentially be exploited by an attacker to
collect enough shares and break the confidentiality guarantees
of secret-sharing schemes. Note that this side-channel will be
present not only in MSSS, but in all schemes whose security
relies on the assumptions that all paths are atomic and that
messages travel with same delay on all paths. We refer to this
side-channel as Network Data Remanence (NDR) inspired
by data remanence side-channels defined in the NSA/NCSC
Rainbow Series as “the residual physical representation of data
that has been in some way erased” [15]. While data remanence
has been studied extensively in the context of storage media
(e.g., hard disk drives, flash drives, RAM, etc.), it has received
very little attention in the context of networking. To our
knowledge, this is the first time that a data remanence sidechannel has been considered outside storage systems.
We study how an attacker can exploit the vulnerability
introduced by NDR. We identify two new attacks, one where
the attacker blindly tries to exploit the side-channel unaware
of the topology of the paths in the network (referred to as
NDR Blind), and the other where the attacker is aware of
the paths that might be used by shares in the network and
exploits this information (referred to as NDR Planned). We
propose a model that captures the multi-hop nature of paths and
analyze the two attacks against MSSS. Our analysis shows that
while the NDR Blind attacker is not very effective, the NDR
Planned attacker can successfully exploit the side-channel to
reconstruct messages sent using MSSS. Specifically, the NDR
Planned attacker is able to recover the message sent in a
network with 7 paths of length 6 with a probability of more
than 0.5. If the paths are longer, the probability is even higher.
To show the impact of these attacks in practical settings,
we then implement MSSS in an SDN setting, using the ONOS
controller. SDN is a natural choice to implement multi-path
protocols because of the ability of communicants to control the
paths that are used by data packets. Our results collected from
the testbed show that many shares do linger in the network long
enough to open a side-channel, and our Mininet experiments
corroborated the analysis results about the effectiveness of the
NDR Planned attacker. Namely, in a network with 10 disjoint
paths, the attacker is able to recover up to 30% of the data
with different numbers of shares and path lengths, both when
paths all have the same delay and when path delay varies.
This work does not argue the merits of multipath schemes
or SDN, nor focus on securing SDN (the security of SDN
itself is orthogonal to this work). Instead, we argue that with
the widespread usage of SDNs in data centers and cloud computing platforms, it is imperative to understand the practical
limitations of the newly proposed multipath schemes (as was
the case with other schemes such as TLS). We emphasize that
NDR does not depend on SDN, the essence of this side-channel
is that paths are not atomic and that they have different delays.

Equipped with this new system model and attack strategies,
we design a countermeasure that specifically targets NDR attacks. The main idea behind our countermeasure is to create
shares and distribute them across not only space (changing
the K paths used), but also time (different shares for a single
message are sent at different times). Our countermeasure introduces a new parameter H, that controls how many additional
shares are sent, and thus trades-off security for overhead.
We demonstrate, through analysis and Mininet experiments,
that our proposed countermeasure mitigates the attacks. In a
network with 10 disjoint paths and 3 intermediate nodes the
countermeasure was able to drop all recovery to below 2%,
where recovery in a similar setting without our countermeasure
reached up to approximately 30%.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
•

We implement and evaluate the MSSS scheme in an
SDN, using the ONOS controller.

•

We uncover NDR, a network data remanence sidechannel, general to all secret sharing and multi-path
switching schemes whose security relies on the assumption that packet transmission is an atomic event.
We show two attack strategies, NDR Blind and NDR
Planned, that exploit this side-channel that break the
security of MSSS.

•

We evaluate multiple strategies in a simulated environment to study the probability of success by an
attacker. We find that the chance of success for a NDR
Planned attacker can be as high as 30% in Mininet
experiments.

•

We discuss a countermeasure and possible improvements to these schemes to mitigate our attack. We
show effectiveness of the proposed countermeasure
using theoretical analysis and experiments conducted
using Mininet.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we provide background on the main building blocks behind
MSSS, secret sharing and path switching, and then describe
MSSS and our SDN implementation of it. In Section III, we
describe the side-channel and attack strategies to exploit it.
Section IV is dedicated to showing the existence of the side
channel in a real SDN testbed. In Section V, we present a new
model for systems like MSSS and an analysis of the attacks.
In Section VI, we provide an evaluation of the attacks for our
SDN implementation of MSSS using Mininet. In Section VII,
we present a countermeasure for the attacks and show its
effectiveness. Section VIII discusses the generalizability of
the uncovered side channel and our proposed countermeasure.
Finally, we present related work in Section IX, and conclude
our paper in Section X.
II.

M ULTI - PATH S WITCHING WITH S ECRET-S HARING

Message confidentiality in network communication is traditionally achieved by using cryptographic primitives that assume a computationally bounded adversary. For such schemes,
security relies on secret keys that are established before secure
communication starts.

There are, however, a number of approaches that use
network properties or cryptographic primitives that do not
rely on computational assumptions about the adversary. These
approaches primarily use the following mechanisms: (i) secret
sharing where a secret is broken into multiple shares (ii)
disjoint multi-path routing, where data is sent on multiple
node-disjoint paths between the sender and the receiver, and
(iii) path switching where the sender changes the path(s)
that are used for communication over time. Each of these
primitives achieves certain security properties under different
assumptions; for secret sharing, security relies on the attacker
not being able to obtain enough shares; in multi-path routing,
security relies on attacker not being able to control all the
paths; and in path switching, security relies on the attacker
not knowing the pattern with which paths are switched. Below
we provide an overview of these mechanisms, and describe
Multi-path Switching with Secret Sharing (MSSS) a scheme
that combines these techniques to withstand strong adversaries.
We also present a design for MSSS using SDN.
A. Secret Sharing
First proposed by Shamir [30] and independently by
Blakely [6], secret sharing is a fundamental building block
in secure multiparty computation [9], distributed storage [11],
and side channel protection [25].
A (t, n) threshold secret sharing scheme uses a randomized
share generation algorithm that takes a message m and generates n shares, and a deterministic reconstruction algorithm
that takes any t shares and reconstructs the message m. The
security property of the algorithm is that any t − 1 shares
do not reveal any information about the message. That is, the
message will be perfectly (information theoretically) secure
if the adversary can have access to at most t − 1 shares. In
Shamir secret sharing, the share generation and message reconstruction algorithms correspond to polynomial evaluation and
interpolation over finite fields, both with efficient algorithms.
A special case of threshold secret sharing is a (k, k) scheme
where all shares are needed for reconstruction. Unlike (t, n)
schemes that are constructed over finite fields, they can be
constructed over any (mathematical) group such as groups of
integers modulo M , denoted by ZM , where M is a composite
number. Let the message m ∈ ZM . The share generation for a
(k, k) secret sharing is done by selecting k − 1 random
Pvalues,
k−1
s1 , s2 , · · · , sk−1 ∈ ZM , and computing sk = m − i=1 si .
Reconstruction is done by simply adding all the shares.
B. Multi-path Routing and Path Switching
Secret sharing and multi-path routing are a natural match
to provide confidentiality. Such a scheme constructs shares of
a message using a (t, n) secret sharing scheme and sends
each share on a distinct node-disjoint path. The message
remains perfectly secret as long as the adversary can access
at most t − 1 paths (for example, by compromising a node
on the path). Additionally, the system provides reliability for
communication since, as long as t of the paths can deliver their
corresponding shares, the secret can be correctly reconstructed.
In schemes such as [36], [35], [22], [13], there are n paths
that connect the sender and the receiver, and a set of paths
will be chosen by the sender and receiver to transmit the

shares. For schemes that use a fixed set of paths, the adversary
can infer the set of paths used for long flows by monitoring
network activity, enabling them to break the security of the
communication.
Another approach used to provide confidentiality is path
switching. In schemes such as [34] a random path is chosen for
each message and used for transmission of that whole message.
For these schemes, a single path carries the whole message,
providing no additional reliability.
One approach to address the limitations of the above
schemes is to combine path switching with multi-path routing
and secret sharing, here time is divided into intervals and the
sender and receiver switch to a randomly selected set of paths
in each time interval and send message shares on these paths.
C. Multi-path Switching with Secret Sharing
In this paper we consider the scheme in [29] and refer to
it as Multi-path Switching with Secret Sharing (MSSS). The
scheme allows a sender to send a message to a receiver with
perfect information theoretic security without the need to use
a secret shared key. The scheme assumes that the sender and
the receiver are connected by N node-disjoint paths, K of
which can be observed by the adversary at any given time.
The sender uses (K, K)-secret sharing to generate K shares
for the message, randomly selects a subset of K paths (from
the total N paths), and sends each share on a distinct path. The
adversary can monitor K paths of their choice. Time is divided
into intervals where in each interval the sender and the receiver
have the opportunity to change the set of paths that they use
for transmission. The adversary is mobile, and can also change
the set of paths that they are using in each time interval. The
system is analyzed as a Markov game between the attacker and
the sender and receiver, with the goal of the attacker being to
find the K paths that are used in each interval (to recover the
message). Using (K, K) secret sharing implies that all shares
must be available for reconstruction of the message, although
the scheme can be generalized to (t, K) secret sharing where
only t of the K chosen paths are needed for data recovery. Note
that MSSS was proposed for the explicit purpose of enhancing
secrecy when faced with strong attackers or when traditional
protocols may have weaknesses. While this scheme provides
information-theoretic security and remains secure against an
adversary with access to a quantum computer, it increases the
required bandwidth. Thus, it is not suitable when optimization
of bandwidth utilization is the main concern.
D. SDN-based Design for MSSS
MSSS requires that a set of N node-disjoint paths exist
between the sender and the receiver and that the paths on which
packets travel are switched periodically. These requirements
are challenging to obtain in traditional networks because the
sender and receiver do not typically control the paths that are
taken by their packets. There are, however, several possible
approaches to ensuring a disjoint set of paths, including overlay
networks, source routing, and SDN.
SDN is the most appealing as it also provides the ability
to dynamically control the paths in the network. Specifically,
SDNs separate the network into a control-plane and a dataplane. The data-plane consists of the switches in the network
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Fig. 1: An SDN-based MSSS

and its sole job is to move packets in the network as directed
by the control-plane. The control-plane consists of a logically
centralized controller that has a global view of the network
and provides forwarding instructions to the data-plane. This
controller typically runs one or more apps that implement
policy for the network. One such policy can be path switching
on disjoint paths as required by MSSS.
Figure 1 shows our design of MSSS using SDN. Here we
use an SDN app that allows a sender to request a set of N
node disjoint paths to a receiver from the controller. The SDN
controller computes a set of disjoint paths between the sender,
and receiver and configures the data-plane to provide them. At
each time interval, the sender randomly picks K paths from
the set of N paths to use for sending message shares, thereby
switching within the total set of N paths. The receiver listens
to all N paths so it receives all shares of the message.
An important question for any design of MSSS is how
packets for different paths are identified so that the network can
forward them appropriately. If the sender and receiver actually
have N Network Interface Cards (NICs), then no explicit
differentiation is needed. Otherwise, some part of the packet
must identify its path. In our design, we encapsulate message
shares in UDP datagrams and use UDP ports to distinguish
between paths. This works well with common OpenFlowbased SDNs [14], which are limited to matching fields in
Ethernet, ARP, IP, IPv6, TCP, and UDP.
III.

S IDE -C HANNEL ATTACKS IN MSSS

In this section, we identify a new side-channel created by
implementations of MSSS in real networks and show several
attacks that exploit the side-channel to break confidentiality.
Below we first describe the side-channel, and then describe
attacks that can exploit it.

path, an attacker can probe any of the links and switches
that constitute the path. Or, perhaps, an attacker could even
probe multiple links or switches on a path, depending on their
probing capabilities. In particular, while probing links requires
physical access, probing switches can be done remotely. For
example, in an SDN network, by installing appropriate forwarding rules on chosen switches, an attacker could receive
a copy of any packet that matches the IP addresses of the
sender and receiver. Because network paths are not atomic
wires and paths do not all have the same delays (two of the
main assumptions in the ‘idealized’ network model in secretsharing schemes), residual shares from previous messages still
exist in the network when a new message is being sent. Note
that this behavior is general to any real network and is not
specific to SDN-based implementations.
Implementations of MSSS in real networks, therefore,
introduce a side-channel that we call Network Data Remanence (NDR), because of its similarity to the known data
remanence in storage systems. This side-channel allows the
attacker to effectively break the boundaries of the abstract
model (i.e., the attacker is limited to capturing on at most K
paths in each time interval in [29]), and recover the message.
B. Threat Model
We assume that the attacker captures packets at nodes/hops.
In a typical network attack, switches are compromised when
they are vulnerable, maybe because a weak password was used
or a software vulnerability is present in their implementation.
Switches in an enterprise-level network often have rather
homogeneous models, so we assume that the attacker has
access to all switches and can redirect a copy of the traffic to
their machine. It is important to note that, while the attacker
has access to all of the switches, they cannot possibly capture
traffic from all of them at all times because that would
require an unreasonably fast machine with significant resources
and bandwidth (even RAM write speeds become an issue in
that scenario), and such an attack is also easily identifiable.
Therefore, the attacker can only realistically capture a fraction
of traffic from each switch (say 10%) at a fraction of switches
at each time (say 10%).
We assume that the attacker is able to listen to at most K
switches simultaneousely, where K is equal to the number of
paths used to send shares of a message in MSSS. Based on its
resources, the attacker can switch what paths they are listening
to and at what intermediate nodes.

A. Network Data Remanence Side-Channel

C. Network Data Remanence Attacks

In the design of MSSS, the network is abstracted as a set
of wires [12], each corresponding to a direct path connecting
the sender to the receiver, over which all packets travel
instantaneously. The security analysis of such secret sharing
schemes considers a strong mobile adversary, but is based on
the above network abstraction model.

We define a Network Data Remanence (NDR) attack as an
attack that leverages residual network packets left in network
links or devices (including switches, hubs, access points,
routers, and network interface cards) when they are assumed
to be gone.

In a real network, each path consists of a sequence of
links and switches. In other words, the propagation of shares
along network paths is not an atomic operation, rather shares
traverse each link and switch sequentially following the storeand-forward design of TCP/IP networks. To eavesdrop on a

We consider a number of possible attacks that exploit the
NDR side-channel to break MSSS. Table 1 summarizes the
attacks considered in this paper. Below we explain the details.
Note that we refer to the number of edges between two nodes
as the distance between the nodes. Also, hop and intermediate
node are used interchangeably.

Name
Fixed
Independent
Sychronized
NDR Blind
NDR Planned
NDR Planned Opt

Abrv.
FIX
IND
SYN
BLD
PLN
OPT

Exploits NDR
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Knows Switching Time
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Switches Nodes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Knowledge of Path Composition
Partial
Partial
Partial
Nothing
Complete
Complete

TABLE I: NDR Attacks.

P1
h0

s3

P2
P3

δ time interval. In addition, we assume that this attacker is
synchronized with the sender (i.e., knows when the sender
switches its paths). We refer to this attacker as NDR Blind.

s0
s1

s4

h1

s2

Fig. 2: A multi-hop network topology. The hosts h0 and h1
are connected to the network via the ingress/egress switches
s3 and s4, which are assumed to be trusted. There are N = 3
paths between s3 and s4, each of length L = 2 hops.

Basic Attacks. The most basic attacker, which we call
Fixed is an attacker that selects a set of K paths and one hop
along each of those paths, and listens to those hops. A slightly
smarter attacker changes the set of K paths they are listening to
at the same time as the sender changes paths, but they listen to
a fixed hop of any selected path. Depending on whether or not
the attacker’s switching is synchronized with that of the sender,
we refer to such attackers as Synchronized and Independent,
respectively. An independent attacker can switch paths faster
or slower than the sender, as they do not know when the
sender switches path. These three attackers get one chance at
capturing each share on a path, thus, without loss of generality,
we assume that the attackers can listen to hops placed at
distance 1 from the sender. These attacks may benefit from
the NDR side-channel, but they do not deliberately exploit it.
To see how the unrealistic assumptions made in the models
affect message security, consider the following toy example.
The sender uses a (2, 2) secret sharing scheme to send a
message securely to the receiver over N = 3 paths. Time
is divided into time slots of length δ. In each time slot, the
attacker is able to listen to at most K = 2 paths. The network
topology is depicted in Fig. 2, in which the sender and receiver
are connected together via 3 paths P1 , P2 , and P3 , where each
path has two hops. We assume that the ingress/egress switches
that connect the sender and receiver to the network are trusted.
As such, we focus on message transmission between these
boundary switches. Assume that it takes exactly δ for a share to
traverse one hop in the network. Thus, it takes 2δ for each share
to reach the receiver. Under the model from [29], the message
shares are sent and received in a single clock tick, δ, and the
attacker, therefore, gets only one chance at capturing shares.
However, in our multi-hop network example, the attacker will
get 2 chances because a share takes 2δ to traverse a path.
NDR Attacks. The most basic attacker which aims to
exploit the side-channel, randomly selects K intermediate
nodes to monitor from the set of all intermediate nodes every

A smarter attacker follows shares as they travel along
the paths in the network (this attacker is also synchronized
with the sender). Initially, the attacker listens to K random
intermediate nodes of distance 1 from the sender. In order to
capture the shares it missed in the first switching interval, the
attacker then probes K random intermediate nodes of distance
2 from the sender during the second switching interval. The
attacker goes one link further at each switching interval until
all shares of the first message are delivered to the receiver.
At the next switching interval, the attacker then selects K
random intermediate nodes of distance 1 from the sender to
capture the shares of another message, and so on. We refer to
this attacker as NDR Planned. An optimization of the NDR
Planned attacker is possible where the attacker checks at each
step to see if all shares needed to reconstruct a message are
captured, and if so, immediately starts listening at distance 1
again, instead of continuing to listen to the next hop. We refer
to this attack as NDR Planned Opt. All these attacks, NDR
Blind, NDR Planned, and NDR Planned Opt are attacks that
aim to explicitly exploit the NDR side-channel.
IV.

I NITIAL E VIDENCE F ROM T ESTBED

The objective of this section is to experimentally demonstrate the presence of the NDR side-channel when using
MSSS in a real network. To this end, we implemented a smallscale SDN testbed to experiment with MSSS, and derived some
initial results which indicate the possibility of an NDR sidechannel.
A. Testbed Setup
We first describe the configuration of the SDN testbed that
we built to experiment with MSSS. The testbed is designed to
allow the collection of full payload packet traces as well as
statistical counters (e.g., number of bytes exiting a switch port)
from switches for further offline analysis and attack emulation.
Physical Topology. We used four Aruba 2930F switches
[24] to construct the substrate network in which our testbed
experiments were conducted. Each of the physical switches
supports OpenFlow version 1.3 [14] and can host up to 16
distinct OpenFlow agent instances. Each of the OpenFlow
agent instances hosted by a particular switch is assigned a
subset of the physical ports present on the switch. Each
Aruba 2930F switch includes 24 ports, each at 1 Gbps. From
the perspective of the SDN controller, each OpenFlow agent
instance appears as a distinct OpenFlow enabled switch in the
substrate network. This scheme, in which multiple OpenFlow
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Orchestration Framework. In order to conduct our experiments, we have implemented a generic orchestration framework that allows configuration state to be generated programmatically via a Python3 API. The orchestration framework can
derive forwarding plane and traffic generation configuration
from experiments specified as Python3 objects and subsequently configure both the forwarding plane and the traffic
generation tools. Our testbed uses the ONOS SDN controller
to interface with the physical switches via OpenFlow 1.3.
B. Experimental Results
The security guarantees provided by MSSS rely on a synchronous transmission model in which all paths have the same
end-to-end delay and negligible path delays (i.e., transmissions
are instantaneous). In this experiment, we study the implications of these assumptions for MSSS. We show that the delay
diversity of network paths, which is a natural characteristic of
real-world networks, opens up a data remanence side-channel
for an attacker to break MSSS.
Experiment Setup. Each experiment consists of a single
path switching flow between a source and destination node
connected by N = 9 disjoint paths. The flow was a bulk data
transfer of size 20 MB. The bulk data is divided to messages
of size 256 B for transmission. The multi-path switching
parameter K is set to 5 and the switching interval δ is set
to to 100 ms. Two scenarios are considered where path delays
are drawn uniformly from the range [0, 250] ms and the set
{0, 100, 200} ms. Each of the paths also incurred 50 ms of
jitter meaning that the latency on an individual path could
randomly vary by up to 50 ms for each packet transmitted over
the path. These latency values were selected as we believe they
represent a reasonable upper bound on the amount of latency
experienced by typical Internet traffic.
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Fig. 3: Distribution of shares in the network (N = 9, K = 5).

same message were present. Ideally, the shares of a message
should be present in the network in only one interval. However,
as can be seen from the figure, in this experiment, the shares
of a packet were present in the network for up to 4 intervals,
which significantly increases the window of opportunity for
the attacker to capture these shares. Specifically, the attacker
could eavesdrop on faster paths in one switching interval, and
then hop to slower paths which are still active in the following
interval. With a careful strategy that accounts for the delay
diversity of paths relative to the switching interval, an attacker
may be able to capture all shares of a message.
In both figures, experiments with discrete path delays
exacerbate the problem. The reason is that, in the discrete delay
experiments there is substantially more divergence across path
delays compared to the continuous delay case.
V.

ATTACK A NALYSIS

In this section, our focus is on understanding the impact
of the multi-hop nature of paths on the effectiveness of
NDR attacks. We first develop a model to investigate the
effectiveness of different attacks, including NDR Attacks, in
a network with multi-hop paths. Then, we derive analytical
results for each attack, and assess whether they can benefit
from the NDR side-channel.
A. System Model

Results and Discussion. Fig. 3a shows the empirical Probability Density Function (PDF) of the number of active paths in
each switching interval. A path is considered active in a given
interval if at least one share (of any packet) is traversing the
path in that interval. Ideally, in any interval, exactly K = 5
paths should be active. However, due to the diversity of path
latency, we observe that the number of active paths in this
experiment was as high as 9 (recall that N = 9). Notice that
security of MSSS relies on the assumption that there is a nonzero probability (as a function of N and K) that the attacker
misses one of the shares of a message. This experiment clearly
demonstrates that, in this network setting, choosing any subset
of paths to eavesdrop on frequently results in capturing a share
on each of the chosen paths, even though the captured shares
may belong to different messages.
Similarly, in Fig. 3b, we have plotted the empirical PDF of
the number of switching intervals in which the shares of the

We consider a network where nodes are connected through
disjoint multi-hop paths, and the number of total disjoint paths
between a sender and receiver is N . We denote the number of
links on a path as the length of the path, L. We assume that
all disjoint paths have the same path length, L, L > 1.
We consider time as clock ticks, and assume that it takes
one clock tick for each share to traverse each link of the
network. The sender breaks the message into K < N shares
according to (K, K) secret sharing. At clock tick t = 0, the
sender sends shares of the information along K random paths,
and then at each subsequent tick it selects a new set of K
paths.
B. Analysis of Attacks
In order to analyze the effectiveness of the attacks, we
compute the probability that each of the Fixed, Synchronized,

NDR Blind. Let Pbln (m, t) denote the probability of
capturing m shares until tick t by the NDR Blind attacker.
Pbln (m, 1) can be computed as follows. Note that if 2K > N
and L = 2, then the NDR Blind attacker captures at least
2K − N shares at t = 1.
Pbln (m, 1) =
 K (L−1)N −K
( )×( K−m )

, (L = 2 and 0 < 2K − N ≤ m ≤ K)
 m (L−1)N
( K )
or 0 ≤ m ≤ K ≤ N2


0,
otherwise
(1)
If L = 2, the probability of data recovery equals Pbln (K, 1);
otherwise, when t > 1, Pbln (m, t) can be computed recursively
as follows.
Pbln (m, t) =

K
X
x=0

Pbln (m − x, t − 1) × Dbln (m, x),

(2)

where Dbln (m, x) denotes the probability of capturing x new
shares by the NDR Blind attacker at tick t provided that m−x
shares were captured before tick t. This probability is given
by
Dbln (m, x) =

K−m+x
x



(L−1)N −K+m−x
K−x

(L−1)N
K

×


.

(3)

The probability of data recovery of the NDR Blind attacker is
equal to Pbln (K, L − 1) which can be computed recursively.
NDR Planned. Let Ppln (m, t) denote the probability that
the NDR Planned attacker has captured exactly m shares by
tick t. Thus, the probability of recovering a message by the
attacker is Ppln (K, L − 1), i.e. the attacker captures all the
shares within the duration of transferring a message, which is
from tick 1 to tick L − 1. It is obtained that,
 K N −K
( )×(
)

 m NK−m ,
0 ≤ m ≤ K ≤ N2 or
(K )
Ppln (m, 1) =
0 < 2K − N ≤ m ≤ K .


0,
otherwise
(4)
For 1 < t < L, Ppln (m, t) can be computed using the
following recursive formula,
f (m)

Ppln (m, t) =

X
x=0

Ppln (m−x, t−1)×

K−m+x
x



N −K+m−x
 K−x
N
K


,

(5)

where

f (m) =

min(m − (2K − N ), K), 2K > N
.
min(m, K),
2K ≤ N

(6)
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Fig. 4: Data recovery by the NDR Blind and NDR Planned attackers for a network with seven disjoint paths considering
different values of path length L. K denotes the multi-path
switching parameter.

C. Numerical Examples
In this subsection, we consider a network with N = 7 disjoint paths and show the impact of various system parameters
on the effectiveness of each attacker.
Fig. 4 represents the probability of data recovery by each
of the NDR Blind and NDR Planned attackers for different
values of L and K. When L = 2, the NDR Blind and
NDR Planned attackers have the same performance. Thus,
as observed in Fig. 4, they recover the message with the
same probability. Focusing in on the NDR Blind attacker first,
Fig. 4a shows that when secret sharing is not used (i.e., when
K = 1 and the message is sent on a single path), the NDR
Blind attacker has a probability of around 0.14 of recovering
the message. When the path length, L, is greater than two
and the sender uses secret sharing (i.e., K > 1), the NDR
Blind attacker still has a non-zero probability of recovering
the message, but this probability is very low.
The NDR Planned attacker is much more effective as
can be seen in Fig. 4b. As path length L increases, the
probability of data recovery by the NDR Planned attacker
increases as well, such that it approaches one when L is
sufficiently large. Moreover, it can be observed that when L is
large enough, i.e., L > 3 for a network with seven paths, the
NDR Planned attacker becomes more successful in capturing
all shares as K increases.
Fig. 5 shows the effect of number of shares on the probability of recovering a single message with varying path length.
Since the Sync and Fixed attackers probe only the nodes at
distance one from the sender, their probability of recovery
does not change with path length. Moreover, as can be seen in
both Figs. 4a and 5, when the path length is greater than two,
increasing the path length does not have a significant impact
on the probability of recovery by the NDR Blind attacker.
In summary, our analysis shows an attacker that does not
intelligently attempt to exploit the side-channel is not very
effective. However, an NDR Planned attacker that strategically
exploits the side-channel is increasingly effective at capturing
enough shares to reconstruct the message as the path length
increases.
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Fig. 5: Effect of number of shares on the probability of
recovering a single message with varying path length in a
network with 10 paths (N = 10).

VI.

s30

h0

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the impact of our attacks
in practical settings using the SDN-based implementation of
MSSS described in Section II.

Fig. 6: Depiction of the network topology used for our Mininet
evaluation with number of paths N = 10 and path length
L = 4. h nodes are the end hosts and s nodes are switches.
40.0%

We evaluate the Fixed, Sync, Independent, NDR Blind, and
NDR Planned attackers described in Section III. The NDR
Planned Opt attacker is not included in the figures as we did not
see a real benefit over the normal NDR Planned attacker, likely
a result of real networks not entirely mirroring the attacker
analysis and model. The Independent attacker was using δ =
200 ms for its switching interval. The NDR Planned and NDR
Blind attackers use δ = 100 ms as their switching interval. The
attackers are implemented by adding proxy nodes before each
intermediate hop on each path of the network. Shares passing
through the proxies are captured, and attacker statistics are
computed post-run.
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A. Methodology
We use the network topology depicted in Fig. 6 in which
the source and destination nodes are connected by N = 10
disjoint paths, each of length L = 4, unless otherwise noted.
This presented the most natural topology for assessing how
system parameters affected goodput and percentage of recovered data. The capacity of each of the emulated links in the
network was not restricted. Each experiment was conducted
on a CentOS VM in QEMU with 6 Cores and 8 GB of
RAM. These VMs are spawned from a server with Intel Xeon
Silver 4114 CPUs running at 2.20 GHz. ONOS version 1.14.0SNAPSHOT and Open vSwitch 2.9.2 supporting OpenFlow
1.4 are used. In each experiment, the sender sends a file to
the receiver, and the metrics are averaged over 10 runs. The
default experimental parameters, unless otherwise noted, are
file size = 10 MB, δ = 100 ms, message size M = 512 B,
and K = 3. Our implementation uses sequence numbers to
identify shares belonging to the same message.
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Fig. 7: Effect of the number of shares on the percentage of
recovered data with varying path length when each link has
the same 50 ms delay.

We measure the effectiveness of the NDR attacks with the
metric Percentage Recovered, defined as the fraction of total
messages that were completely reconstructed by the attacker
from the captured shares.
B. Impact of Path Length on NDR Attacks
We first study the impact of path length, L, on the attacks.
In order to isolate the path length behavior, we configure
each link to have the same constant delay of 50 ms, which
corresponds to a round trip time between USA and Europe.
Fig. 7 shows the percentage of data recovered by an
attacker employing each of the attack strategies we consider,
as a function of the number of shares, K, for different path
lengths, L. As can be seen in all 4 graphs, the Fixed, Sync,
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Note that the recovery rate for our NDR Planned attacker is
significantly less than predicted by our analysis in Fig. 5. This
is because our analysis only considers probability of recovery
for a single message while our experiments analyze a stream
of messages and our NDR Planned attacker follows the shares
of a single message through the network. As a result, our NDR
Planned attacker misses some messages while it is focused on
collecting shares from other messages.
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and Independent attackers are very ineffective at recovering
messages, as expected. With K = 1, these basic attackers are
able to recover approximately 10% of the data, as a single
intercepted share is enough to fully recover the message. A
similar phenomena happens at K = 9, where an attacker
picking 9 of 10 nodes at distance 1 from the sender is likely
to pick correctly some of the time. Intermediate K values
show a very low recovery rate. The NDR Blind attacker is
not doing very well at leveraging the side-channel, regardless
of the path length. In contrast, the NDR Planned attacker is
very effective, managing to reconstruct approximately 5% to
40% of the messages sent by the sender across the range of K
values. It is worth noting that we experimented with a broad
range of latencies and found that the NDR Planned attack is
effective regardless of link latency.
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Fig. 8: Effect of the number of shares on the percentage
of recovered data with varying path length. In addition to a
50 ms delay on each link, a randomly sampled delay from
the continuous interval [0 ms, 100 ms] is applied before the
first node and a randomly sampled jitter from the continuous
interval [0 µs, 100 µs] is applied on each share sent.

C. Impact of Path Delay on NDR Attacks
Our analytical model for the attackers considers only path
length and assumes all links have the same delay, which is
exactly equal to one clock tick. In real networks each link, and,
in turn, each path, has a different delay. In order to simulate
more realistic network latency, a delay is added to the first link
of the network to emulate real end-to-end delays. In addition,
jitter is applied to each message to emulate the small variations
in delay common in real networks. The delay was randomly
sampled from a continuous interval for each path. The jitter
was randomly sampled from a continuous interval for each
share sent.
In Fig. 8, we show the percentage of recovered messages
for all considered attacks, with delay introduced as explained
above. The first observation we make is that the Fixed, Sync,
and Independent attackers seem to benefit from the variability
of path delay. For example, Fig. 7b with fixed delay shows a
recovery at K = 8 of less than 5%, and at K = 9 of about 10%
for the three basic attackers, each recovering a comparable
amount of data. However, examining the equivalent plot with
varying delay, Fig. 8b, at K = 8 shows a Sync recovery rate
slightly over 5%, and at K = 9 this jumps to over 20%. This
shows a significant increase in recovery over the fixed-delay
scenario present in Fig. 7. In addition, there is also a separation
between the attackers. The Sync attacker performs best, and
the Fixed attacker performs worst among the basic attackers.
Each of these attackers can clearly leverage the side-channel to
their benefit, but because the Sync attacker is switching paths
at a higher rate than the Independent attacker, it has more of a
chance to capture shares left in the network. The Fixed attacker
has no ability to choose new nodes, so is at the mercy of the
shares that travel across its set of nodes.
As in the fixed-delay scenario, the NDR Planned attacker
performs significantly better than the basic Sync, Independent, and Fixed attackers in the majority of scenarios. For

example, in Fig. 7c with fixed delay when K = 9 the NDR
Planned attacker recovers 20% more messages than even the
best basic attacker. When comparing this to the varying delay
scenario, where the basic attackers perform better, Fig. 8c
shows that the NDR Planned attacker still recovers 10% more
messages than the best basic attacker, even though the basic
attacker’s recovery rates have more than doubled. Despite this,
the NDR Planned attacker does worse with varying delay
than it does with fixed delay. This is likely because while
with fixed delay shares do not travel through the network in
total synchrony, they do travel in close temporal proximity to
each other, especially in comparison to the varying delay case.
This leads to a slight drop in the recovery rate of the NDR
Planned attacker under varying delay. However, there is still
an approximate 5% to 30% recovery rate for this attacker, as
shown in Fig. 8. The exception is Fig. 8a, which indicates that
if the paths in the network are short, then the recovery rate of
the NDR Planned attacker approaches that of basic attackers.
The results for the NDR Blind attacker are very similar in
both the fixed-delay and the varying delay scenarios, as well as
across K and L values. When K = 1 the NDR Blind attacker
performs similarly to the other attackers, likely because at
this point any share recovered is a fully recovered message.
However, when K begins to increase, the recovery quickly
drops and does not recover. This attacker relies on choosing
randomly from a large set of nodes, making the probability of
intercepting unique shares of the same message low.
VII.

C OUNTERMEASURES

In this section, we propose a mitigation technique for
NDR attacks. Afterwards, we analyze the effectiveness and
overhead of the proposed technique. Finally, we implement
this technique and present experimental results using Mininet.

A. Countermeasure Description
We first describe the key idea behind our approach to
mitigate NDR attacks. To keep information theoretic security
the only possibility is to break the message into more shares.
However, sending more shares is challenging. A naive approach would require more disjoint paths, or will use the same
K paths repeatedly which could result in reduced protection.
Increasing the number of paths without increasing the attacker
capacity (i.e., the amount of traffic they can capture) would
not be fair. Also, increasing K can be problematic as larger
values of K may increase the recovery probability. Thus, we
propose distributing shares over both time and space instead
of just space using a random set of paths to send a K-sized
set of shares. In this section, we apply this idea to MSSS and
show how it reduces the probability of data recovery.
Recall that in MSSS the sender generates K shares and
spreads them across K disjoint paths. Given that the sender and
the attacker cannot use more than K paths at the same time, we
propose to generate more shares and spread them across both
space and time. Let H be an integer greater than one. We refer
to H as the resilience factor, a system parameter that can be
configured by the sender. Instead of (K, K) secret sharing, the
sender uses (HK, HK) secret sharing and divides the shares
into H sets of K shares, and then gradually sends these sets
of shares, one at each at consecutive clock tick. Specifically,
at t = 0, 1, . . . , H − 1, the sender node chooses K paths
uniformly at random, and then sends a share along each chosen
path. By applying the proposed countermeasure, we increase T
and a by H −1 and (H −1)K, respectively, which increases the
attacker’s effort dramatically. This countermeasure will have an
impact on throughput; thus, the resilience factor, H, should be
chosen to balance performance and attack resilience.
B. Countermeasure Analysis
We compute the probability of data recovery by the NDR
Planned attacker and an upper bound for the probability of
data recovery by the NDR Blind attacker. The probability
of data recovery by the NDR Planned attacker is computed
assuming that the attacker continues until all K shares of a
set are captured as described in Section III-C. If all shares are
captured at time t, the attacker remains at the same distance at
time t+1 to capture shares of the next set; otherwise, it probes
K random nodes which are located one link further away.
An attacker needs all shares in order to be able to recover
the message. As the last set of shares is sent at time t = H −1,
after time t = L + H − 2 there will no shares available on
any intermediate node. We first compute an upper bound for
the probability of data recovery by the NDR Blind attacker.
Assume that N (L − 1) ≥ HK. If all sets of shares could
be available in the intermediate nodes at all ticks from 1 to
L + H − 2, then the NDR Blind attacker has a higher chance
of capturing a share. Therefore, the probability of capturing
m shares by tick t for the NDR Blind attacker under this
assumption provides an upper bound. Let Ubln (m, t) be the
upper bound for the probability of data recovery by the NDR
Blind attacker given that N (L − 1) ≥ HK. Ubln (m, t) can be
computed as follows,
( HK (L−1)N −HK
( m )×( K−m )
, e≤m≤K
Ubln (m, 1) =
, (7)
)
((L−1)N
K
0,
otherwise

where e denotes an upper bound for the minimum number of
shares that the NDR Blind attacker captures at t = 1. Thus, e
is equal to the maximum of (H + 1)K − (L − 1)N and 0. It
is obtained that,
Ubln (m, t) =

K
X
x=0

Ubln (m − x, t − 1) × Ebln (m, x),

(8)

where 1 < t < L + H − 1, and Ebln (m, x) denotes an upper
bound for the probability of capturing x new shares by the
NDR Blind attacker at tick t provided that m − x shares were
captured before tick t. This upper bound is given by,


HK−m+x
−HK+m−x
× (L−1)NK−x
x
Ebln (m, x) =
.
(9)

(L−1)N
K

Next, we turn our attention to computing the probability of
data recovery for the NDR Planned attacker. Using the notation
Ppln (m, t), defined in Section V-B, the probability of data recovery for the NDR Planned attacker is Ppln (KH, L+H −2).
Ppln (m, 1) is computed according to (4), as in the case that
no countermeasure is applied. If 1 < t < L + H − 1 and
m < HK, then Ppln (m, t) can be computed as follows,
min(K,m)

Ppln (m, t) =

X

Ppln (m−x, t−1)×Dpln (m, x), (10)

x=0

where Dpln (m, x) denotes the probability of capturing x
new shares by the NDR Planned attacker at tick t provided
that m − x shares were captured before tick t. If one of
the following conditions holds, Dpln (m, x) is given by (12);
otherwise, it is zero:
C1 : 2K − N ≤ x and (m − x)%K = 0 and 2K > N
C2 : x ≤ K − (m − x)%K ≤ N − K and 2K > N
(11)
C3 : x ≤ m%K and m%K > 0 and 2K ≤ N
 N −x
)

 (K−x
,
m%K = 0
N
(K
)
Dpln (m, x) =
K−(m%K−x)
N −K+(m%K−x)
)×(
)

x
K−x
 (
, m%K > 0
N
(K
)
(12)
Moreover, Ppln (HK, t) can be computed as follows,
Ppln (HK, t) =

Ppln ((H−1)K,H−1)

,
N


(K
)


P
((H−1)K,t−1)


Ppln (HK, t − 1) + pln
+

N

(K
)

N −x
PN −K Ppln (HK−x,t−1)(K−x
)
,
N
x=1

(K
)




 Ppln (HK, t − 1)+

N −x
PK Ppln (HK−x,t−1)(K−x

)


,
N
x=1
(K
)

t=H
t > H, 2K > N

t > H, 2K ≤ N
(13)

C. Numerical Examples
Fig. 9b represents an upper bound for the probability of
data recovery by the NDR Blind attacker and the probability
of data recovery by the NDR Planned attacker for different
values of K and L when there are seven disjoint paths from
the sender to the receiver and the proposed countermeasure is
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Fig. 9: The probability of data recovery by the NDR Blind and
NDR Planned attackers for a network with seven disjoint paths
and different values of path length L when the countermeasure
is applied for L > 2 (resilience factor H = L − 1).
applied with H = L − 1. Comparison of Figs. 4 and 9 shows
that the proposed countermeasure is successful in reducing
the probability of data recovery. Specifically, comparison of
Figs. 4b and 9b indicate that the proposed countermeasure
significantly reduces the probability of data recovery by the
NDR Planned attacker. Excluding the case K = N − 1 = 6
(discussed below), Fig. 9b shows that as L increases, the
proposed countermeasure becomes more effective. Fig. 9b
suggests that in order to achieve a specific level of protection
as L increases, the required value for parameter H needs to
increase more slowly than L.
For the case K = N − 1 = 6, Fig. 9b shows different
behavior. Here, the recovered data grows with increasing H
unlike the other cases. What happens here is that the NDR
Planned attacker will listen on K = 6 paths at the first hop. If
this attacker fails to capture all K shares in its first attempt,
then the remaining share must have been sent on the one
unprobed path. Probing this new path at the next tick is enough
to capture the remaining share. Note that the probability that
the NDR Planned attacker will not probe the same set of paths
at the next tick is (N − 1)/N which is quite high. As a result,
for the case where K = N − 1, H should grow faster than L.
For the Synchronized attacker, all shares belonging
to each

N
set of shares are captured with probability 1/ K
. Thus, the
probability of data recovery can be computed as follows.
1
Psyn (HK, H) =
(14)

N H
K

Fig. 10 represents an upper bound for the probability of
data recovery by the NDR Blind attacker and the probabilities
of data recovery for the NDR Planned and Synchronized
attacker for a network with parameters N = 4, L = 6, K = 2,
and different values of H. The value 1 for H corresponds to the
case of where countermeasure is applied and only K shares are
generated. As can be seen in Fig. 10, applying the proposed
countermeasure significantly reduces the probability of data
recovery for all three attackers. For example, the probability
of data recovery for the NDR Planned attacker is close to
one when the countermeasure is not applied. However, if it is
applied with resilience factor H = 5, the probability of data
recovery becomes more than 10 times smaller.
While the proposed countermeasure decreases the probability of data recovery, it does impose some costs/overheads
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Fig. 10: Effectiveness of the proposed countermeasure for
different values of H against different attackers when N = 4,
L = 6, and K = 2. Curves corresponding to the NDR
Planned and Synchronized attackers represent the probabilities
of data recovery while the curve corresponding to the NDR
Blind attacker represents an upper bound for its data recovery.
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Fig. 11: The overhead of the proposed countermeasure with
varying resilience factor, H, in terms of end-to-end latency
and coding rate when the length of each path is 6 (L = 6)
and K = 2 compared to the case that no countermeasure is
applied (H = 1).

on the performance of the network. In order to quantify this,
we define the following metrics and examine the impact of the
proposed countermeasure.
End-to-End Latency: This is the time from when the
sender sends the first share until all shares are delivered to
the receiver. With no countermeasure, the latency is L. This
value increases by one for any additional K-sized set of shares.
Coding Rate: Coding rate is a well-known measure in
the context of coding theory. It is equal to the proportion of
information over the total data generated by an encoder. The
goodput achieved by each secret sharing scheme is directly
proportional to its coding rate. Each share generated by the
secret sharing scheme has the same size as the message. When
the countermeasure is not applied, K shares are required for
a coding rate of 1/K. When the proposed countermeasure is
applied, HK shares are sent so the coding rate is 1/(HK).
Fig. 11 represents the end-to-end latency and coding rate
for MSSS considering different values of H. Note that H = 1
corresponds to the no countermeasure case. As observed in
Fig. 11, the end-to-end latency increases with increasing H,
making the communication more secure, but increasing overhead. Moreover, the coding rate decreases with increasing H,
which leads to a decrease in goodput for increased protection.
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Fig. 12: Effect of the attacker and number of shares on goodput
when L = 3, with and without the proposed countermeasure
(H = 2), in a fixed scenario with 2 ms delay between each
node. The sender’s δ = 4 ms and the attacker’s δ = 8 ms. File
size is 1 MB.
D. Implementation of Countermeasure
To evaluate our countermeasure experimentally, we added
it to our SDN-based implementation of MSSS described in
Section VI. We first examined the impact the countermeasure
has on performance. Fig. 12 shows the goodput when varying
the number of shares, K, both with and without the countermeasure. As can be seen, the goodput without the countermeasure is significantly higher than with the countermeasure.
This is a consequence of having (HK) shares per message,
and having to wait δ time for each message. We also observe
that the attacker does not significantly impact goodput.
The goal of the countermeasure is to limit the attacker’s
ability to capture enough shares to recover messages. Fig. 13
shows the recovery of data across L values, with and without
the countermeasure implemented. What should immediately
be apparent is that recovery is significantly lower with the
countermeasure implemented. For instance, without the countermeasure at L = 3, Fig. 13a shows a recovery rate for the
basic Fixed, Sync, and Independent attackers of approximately
10% at K = 1 and K = 9. The NDR Planned attacker shows
a recovery rate across the different K values of about 5% to
30%. In comparison, when looking at the same experimental
parameters, but with a countermeasure of H = 2 in Fig. 13b,
all attackers show a recovery rate of, at most, 2%.
Next we see how recovery rate varies with path length,
L. Without our countermeasure, the recovery rate at L = 6 is
similar to that at L = 3. However, with the countermeasure, the
NDR Planned attacker shows a higher recovery rate (by about
15%) at L = 6 compared to L = 3. In either case, the basic
attackers have almost no ability to recover messages. What this
demonstrates is that the countermeasure parameter, H, must
be adjusted with the path length, L, in order to minimize the
ability of the attacker to recover messages. Note, however, that
the defender still benefits from implementing a countermeasure
against all attackers, even with the lowest H value of 2.
E. Discussion
Here we discuss additional considerations for our countermeasure. Although the proposed countermeasure provides
improved protection, as our results show, there are challenges
to its implementation in real networks. In a real network, links
may have different latencies and other traffic will be traversing
nodes in the paths, causing latency variations. A resourceful

attacker could try to overload nodes by generating heavy traffic
and thus delay shares in the network longer and nullify the
impact of our countermeasure. If such a situation occurs,
the buffer of an affected node may contain multiple shares
belonging to different sets, which can be captured together by
probing that node.
The proposed countermeasure also has negative impact on
performance measures like end-to-end latency and goodput.
Therefore, choosing an appropriate value for the parameter
H is important to provide a suitable trade-off between the
probability of data recovery and the performance of network.
This raises the question: what is the minimum value for H
needed to achieve a desired level of protection? Parameter
H should scale with L since each network hop provides an
opportunity for attacker to capture shares. Thus, the heuristic
approach would be to set the value of H to L. As can be
seen in Figs. 4 and 9, applying the proposed countermeasure
with H = L − 1 to a network with N = 7 decreases
the probability of data recovery for all attackers significantly.
For example, the probability of data recovery by the NDR
Blind attacker becomes negligible, less than 0.01 for L > 3.
Using Eqs. (8), (13), and (14), we can compute an upper bound
for the probability of recovery by the NDR Blind attacker and
the exact probabilities of recovery by the NDR Planned and
Synchronized attackers in the ideal system model. Thus, a
more rigorous guideline is to compute the exact recovery
probability or its upper bound, depending on the target attacker,
for different values of H starting from H = 2 and increasing
H until the recovery probability becomes as low as desired.
In real networks, links usually have different latencies.
Moreover, queuing and processing delays occur at each node.
Although all of these factors affect the protection provided by
the countermeasure and, thus, the appropriate value of H in
real networks, we can select H based on the numerical results
for the ideal system model where values of parameters N , K,
and L are the same as those in real network. If paths do not
have the same length, a conservative strategy would be to set
H to the number of intermediate nodes in the longest path.
VIII.

G ENERALITY

In this work, we focused on a specific scheme to be able to
provide detailed experiments and analytical results. However,
the new class of vulnerabilities that we discussed in this paper
is general and attacks similar to ours apply to other schemes
that assume transfer atomicity. Since the threat models of these
schemes are not all the same, the precise interpretation of
the attack may vary. Having said that, because the MSSS is
the most featureful of such schemes, the attacks presented
naturally apply to other schemes.
Previous schemes can be categorized in two dimensions:
whether or not the scheme uses secret sharing (i.e., a message
is broken into multiple shares), and whether or not the schemes
dynamically switches the path(s) used for communication.
Since it does not make sense to send multiple shares on the
same path, all secret-sharing based schemes also use multipath routing, and all schemes without secret sharing use a
single path for each message. Thus, there are four possibilities,
depicted in Fig. 14. Our analysis so far has been focused on
the top-left quadrant. In this section, we discuss the generality
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Fig. 13: Effect of the countermeasure and number of shares on percentage of recovered data with varying path length. Fixed
scenario with 2 ms delay between each node. The sender’s δ = 4 ms and the attacker’s δ = 8 ms. File size and the resilience
factor, H, are set to 1 MB and 2, respectively.
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Fig. 14: Previous work and the generality of our attack.
of our work for the top-right and bottom-left quadrants. The
bottom-right quadrant would just be a traditional network.
Secret Sharing & Multi-Path with Fixed Paths: Schemes
proposed in [10], [13], [22], [35], [36] leverage the secret
sharing scheme and multi-path routing, but only on a fixed set
of paths (static). They are vulnerable to our attacks because in
essence they are a weak form of MSSS in which the switching
interval is ∞. In fact, their vulnerability is more severe because
as soon as the set of paths is revealed to an attacker, the attacker
do not need to switch nodes anymore and can capture the rest
of the flow with probability 1.
No Secret Sharing & Single-Path but Path Switching:
Schemes proposed in [21], [26], [34], [39] do not use secret
sharing and send each message via a single path, but they
use path switching for resilience. They thus correspond to the
special case of K = 1 in our experiments/analyses. They are
thus vulnerable to the NDR side-channel we uncovered herein.
Finally, while we presented our attacks on an SDN implementation for convenience, neither our attacks, nor our
countermeasure, is limited to SDNs. In fact, any network that
can implement the schemes proposed in the literature can
indeed implement our countermeasure as well, because it only
relies on increased shares and timing of share transmission.
IX.

R ELATED W ORK

We discussed the most relevant previous work in Section
VIII. Here, we briefly mention other, tangentially-related pre-

vious work for the sake of completeness.
Switching Other Network Identifiers: A great variety
of work [37], [8], [38], [41], [31], [32], [40], [3], [20] has
looked at switching among different IP addresses, ports, and
other identifiers in an attempt to prevent attacks which require
network reconnaissance [3], [20], reduce the amount of information an attacker gains about the network [37], [8], [31],
[32], [40] or make it hard to target a particular flow [38], [41].
However, none of these approaches attempt to protect the data
itself, and are thus out of scope for our work.
Data Remanence Attacks: Data remanence in the context
of storage devices has been studied extensively in the literature.
We refer the reader to the vast body of literature on that topic
[18], [19], [4], [5]. Networks are also vulnerable to memory
data remanence attacks as memory is a main component of
switches. Cao et al. [7] show that a malicious application can
exploit the lack of consistency checking for buffer IDs, which
allows an attacker to hijack the buffered packets, implementing a memory data remanence attack, in essence. Our work
introduces another kind of data remanence attack that is not
based on the memory data remanence property. We exploit the
data that is being transferred along network paths.
X.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we uncovered a new side-channel vulnerability, called Network Data Remanence (NDR), that can be
used to attack secret sharing-based schemes. We focused on
the most featureful of such schemes, which provides secret
sharing, multi-path routing, and path switching, and illustrated,
via testbed experiments, Mininet experiments, and analytical
results, that their guarantees can indeed be broken by the new
NDR side-channel. Moreover, we proposed a countermeasure
to spread shares over both time and space, and implemented
and evaluated our countermeasure. Finally, we discussed the
generality of our attack and proposed countermeasures for
other schemes that provide fewer features.
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